A RANGE OF SIMPLE AND COMPLEX SOLUTIONS

SIMPLE CRANE MAT BRIDGE
Our most cost effective and versatile bridge constructed of high quality 12" thick crane mats available up to 20 foot spans. Ideal for stream crossings and drainage ditches.

PREFABRICATED BRIDGE
Our readymade bridges are the mid-market solution. Made with dense wood and steel railings, our prefabricated bridges are ideal for pedestrian and light vehicular traffic up to 60 foot spans and 12.5 foot width (single-lane).

TRUSS/PANEL BRIDGE
Our truss temporary bridges are the largest and most capable of bearing heavy loads and equipment up to 2 lanes wide and up to 260 feet long. These bridges can typically be installed in 1-3 days with minimal tools and machinery, making them ideal for emergency construction. No cutting or welding is required. Manufactured with galvanized steel, these bridges are rust and corrosion resistant, making them ideal for wet climates and marine environments. Heavy haul bridges are capable of handling trucks with loads exceeding 550 tons each in gross weight.

All Matrax bridges are minimum 45-ton capacity rating based on a 5-axle tractor-trailer combination vehicle.